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Abstract� A synchronous communication protocol is designed and implemented for a dis�
tributed real�time system� The protocol operates on hierarchical rings and forms the communication
backbone of a cluster based distributed system model that is designed to provide various distributed
system functions such as clock synchronization� total event ordering� process group management�
multicasting and fault tolerance� The multi�level hierarchy of the cluster based system model al�
lows intracluster communication to be carried out independent of other clusters and hence provides
parallelism in communication of cluster nodes� The intercluster communication among cluster repre�
sentatives allows the leader to uniquely dictate various decisions to the whole system� The semantics
of fault management for the cluster based model is also given and the interrelation of this fault mode
with various layers of the system architecture is given by state transition diagrams� Finally� a dis�
tributed clock synchronization algorithm is implemented using the protocol and its performance is
discussed�

Key words� clusters of processing nodes� fault tolerance� synchronous protocol� real�time sys�
tems

�� Introduction� In distributed system applications� the implementation of
fault tolerant techniques such as data replication increases the network tra�c con�
siderably� causing congestion and other complications� Various techniques have been
developed to decrease the message complexity while providing high availability ����
�	�� The key concepts used in these techniques are the group communication pro�
tocols and multicasting� Among the important contributions to the 
eld are Isis
���� Horus ���� Totem �� and Transis ��� projects�These are all event�driven asyn�
chronous distributed systems� Although these systems can be successfully used in
applications such as transaction processing� banking and stock market trading and
replicated database systems� their real�time capabilities are limited� Only Totem has
features for real�time� however� the extended virtual synchrony model used is still
based on an asynchronous model� In ���� based on asynchronous model� checkpoints
are used to develop a fault�tolerant algorithm for distributed real�time systems�

On the other hand� synchronous models may yield better performance for real�
time applications� For example� Delta�� project uses synchronized clocks for the
applications and logical clocks for multicast message ordering ���� AAS is developed
for air tra�c control and uses a clock�driven and event�triggered approach ���� MARS
is developed for process control and uses a clock�driven and time�triggered approach
����� ����� However� for geographically distributed systems� the situation is further
complicated in synchronous models due to the requirement of a globally synchronized
clock� Moreover� it is well known that� these models require high communication
bandwidth to yield acceptable performance in real�time applications�

A distributed real�time system requires a real�time network which guarantees a
bounded message delivery time� a distributed real�time operating system that man�
ages resources of the whole system e�ciently and timely as a single operating system
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and some �middleware� functionality to provide all this real�time platform to the
distributed real�time applications� The aim of this study is to provide this �middle�
ware� distributed real�time functionality with scalable and synchronous ring protocols
embedded within each other� The reason for using such a protocol stems from the
physical models of distributed real�time systems that are in fact clusters of processing
nodes connected by some communication medium� As an example� a process control
system can be considered where clusters may be mapped to processing cells� Pro�
viding fault�tolerant communication between a number of nodes running real�time
applications is another aspect of our study�

In this work� a cluster based approach is applied to a synchronous system model
with the expectation of reducing the network overheads while providing a suitable
communication medium for real�time applications� This approach needs the develop�
ment of a fault tolerance model that should be glued to the underlying communica�
tion protocol within the clusters and between the clusters� This fault tolerance model
should not be confused with the fault tolerance concept at the application layer� The
latter is entirely independent of fault tolerance at the communication layer and any
popular scheme such as replication can be used at that layer� At the communication
level� the di�culty arises due to the crash failure model accepted� To maintain the
intracluster and intercluster communication� a model that contains ordinary cluster

node� cluster representative and leader concepts is developed� The communication
protocol is designed to run these three processes at appropriate levels� In case of
failures� the protocol rebuilds the system and starts functioning again� Even though
a two�level approach will be given here� the protocol can be implemented for more
than two levels without loss of generality�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section 	� the distributed system model
is given and its interrelation with communication is stressed� In Section �� the ring
based protocol is described together with state diagrams and algorithms� In Section ��
the implementation is explained and results on regular operation� fault scenarios and
clock synchronization are discussed� Concluding remarks are given in Section �

�� The system model� In a sense� our protocol provides a communication in�
frastructure on top of which various layers can be built as in ��	�� However� our
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protocol assumes a synchronous model� Our distributed real�time system model is
formed from clusters of computing nodes� Depending on the represented layer in the
architecture� the word �node� will be used both for processors and processes� The
nodes within a cluster are assumed to be physically located close to each other as
workstations in a local area network� Each cluster has a representative that commu�
nicates with the leader � The leader requests information from cluster representatives
via the ring protocol operating at a higher level that only consists of the cluster repre�
sentatives and the leader� Each representative� receiving this request� passes it to the
nodes within their respective clusters� Within each cluster� the communication is also
carried out by using the ring protocol� but this time� the protocol is used at a lower
level consisting of the nodes of a cluster including the cluster representative� The
main idea here is that� exactly the same protocol is used in these two di�erent levels
of communication� It should also be noted that clusters can easily join the system
and this provides scalability� Figure 	�� illustrates the communication hierarchy�

The application considered in this study that will use this model consists of various
layers� The lowest level is the distributed clock synchronization� This is due to the
assumption that the system model is synchronous� At this level� the cluster�based
model is implemented with nodes being the processors� In clock synchronization
algorithm� the clock leader requests clock information from the nodes and upon receipt
of the clock information� the clock leader decides on the new clock value and dictates
this to the whole system via the cluster representatives� This operation is repeated
at each period and the clocks are synchronized� The clock synchronization module is
implemented and the results are given in Section ��

Above the clock level� there is the distributed scheduler whose operation is similar
to that of the clock level as far as the cluster model is concerned� The nodes are again
the processors� the clusters are the same clusters� however� the representatives and
leader of this level are not necessarily the same nodes as that of the clock level�
In other words� the cluster topology is considered to be 
xed for all layers of the
architecture� however� the formation of the representatives and the leader of this level
is entirely independent of that of the clock level�

Above the scheduler is the group membership layer� The cluster�based model is
again applied to this layer� The clusters are again de
ned by the original topology�
but this time the nodes are the processes running on the processors of the respective
clusters� The processes may belong to a particular group that is de
ned independent
of the cluster topology� That is� for each process group� the cluster�based model is
applied once to determine the group leader� cluster representatives of the group and
the nodes in clusters belonging to the group�

The above outlined structure stresses that the cluster based model is repeatedly
applied to the various levels of the distributed system architecture� In a sense� these
architectural layers of clock synchronization� distributed scheduler and group manage�
ment form one dimension of the overall model� The other dimension is the two level
hierarchy of the cluster�based model that is repeatedly applied to the architectural
layers� It is important to see that the two dimensions are entirely independent of each
other� Figure 	�	 illustrates the two dimensions of the system model�

�� Protocol for cluster based model� The cluster based model needs special
semantics to solve the fault tolerance problem at the communication layer� This
section describes the protocol that contains fault tolerance semantics particularly
developed for the cluster�based model� It is an essential feature of the whole system�

The general operation of the protocol is as follows� Every representative controls
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the circulation of a message frame within its cluster� This message frame will be called
inframe and the intracluster ring will be called inner ring � The inframe contains two
main parts� The 
rst part� called global information� contains the information that is
sent by the leader such as the global clock value or ordered event list� This part is read
only for the nodes and it dictates the leader�s decision about the previous cycle� The
second part is 
lled by the nodes� It contains node information such as the local clock
value or local event list with time stamps� to be sent to the leader� The structure of
inframe is shown in Figure ����

Every node in a cluster knows the addresses of its predecessor� successor and
representative in the cluster ring� If the predecessor �successor� of a node is the
representative� then� that node also knows the address of the predecessor �successor�
of the representative� The reason for this requirement is that when the representative
crashes the other nodes should be able to repair the ring� All the nodes in all of the
clusters know the address of the leader�

The leader controls the circulation of the message frame in the outer ring� This
frame will be called the outframe� As in inframe� the outframe also contains two
main sections� The 
rst section contains the information that is sent by the leader
such as the global clock value or ordered event list� This section is read only for the
representatives� The second section is 
lled by the representatives� It contains the
forwarded node information such as the local clock value or local event list with time
stamps� The structure of outframe is shown in Figure ��	� As in inner ring� every
representative knows the address of its predecessor and successor in the outer ring� If
the predecessor �successor� of a representative is the leader� then the representative
also knows the address of the predecessor �successor� of the leader�

The protocol can be examined in three di�erent modes of operations� NODE�
REPRESENTATIVE� and LEADER� Figure ��� shows the structure of the control
messages used in the algorithms�

When a NODE process is activated� it is furnished with the address of the cluster
representative that it intends to join and the identi
cation number of the cluster� It
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submits a join request to the representative� Then it waits for new neighbor info that
contains the addresses of a predecessor� successor and the leader together with some
sequencing information� When it receives the new neighbor information� it updates
its con
guration and starts waiting for the ring check inframe which is a 
nal check
circulated by the cluster representative� Acknowledging the ring check inframe� the
node starts waiting for the data inframe to 
ll up the local information� As the inframe
arrives� it reads the 
rst section that contains the globally 
nalized information� It
then 
lls up the appropriate 
elds to report its local information and starts waiting for
the next inframe� If the inframe is late� it sends point to point are you alive messages
to its predecessor and successor� If its predecessor and�or successor is dead� it informs
the representative and waits for a new information� The representative bypassing the
dead node provides new predecessor or successor address to the node and the node
acknowledging this� starts waiting for the inframe�

If the representative is dead� this is noticed by its neighbors� namely by its pre�
decessor and successor� The successor of the dead representative becomes the new
representative� Having the address of the dead representative�s predecessor� the new
representative repairs the ring and informs this predecessor� The node algorithm is
given in Appendix A� Figure ��� shows the state diagram of the node algorithm�

When a REPRESENTATIVE process is activated� it is furnished with a predeces�
sor and successor address on the cluster ring� It issues a gather info inframe to collect
the cluster addresses and let the cluster nodes know that it is the new representative�
The node algorithm assures that every node in the cluster has its predecessor and
successor address before the new representative process is activated� The gather info
inframe contains the address of the predecessor of the new representative that is to be
collected by the successor of the new representative� This precaution is for a possible
failure of the representative in future� By this way� the neighbor will have chance to
bypass the dead representative in case of a failure� As the gather info circulates� the
last node before the representative� that is the predecessor of the representative col�
lects the address of the successor of the representative� again for ring repair purposes�

Upon receiving the gather info inframe� the nodes update their records� 
ll in
their addresses and acknowledge� After making sure of the status of its nodes� the
new representative sends a join request message to the leader� The new representa�
tive starts waiting for outer ring neighbor information from the leader� The leader�
forming the new outer ring� furnishes the new representative with a predecessor ad�
dress and successor address� The leader then circulates a ring check outframe� After
acknowledging the ring check� the new representative is ready for routine operations�

The representative issues an inframe and waits� When it receives the Inframe� it
waits for the outframe� As the outframe is received� it reads the global information�
writes the local information and forwards the ouframe to its successor� It then issues
the next inframe with the most recent global information to be forwarded� If the
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outframe arrives before the inframe� the representative holds the outframe for a limited
time� If inframe is still late� it releases the outframe with empty inner ring info
information and inner ring trouble marked� If the inframe arrives before the outframe�
the representative holds the new inframe to be issued for a limited time� If the
outframe is still not in� the representative issues the new inframe with outer ring

trouble marked�
If the inframe is late� it starts an inner ring search timer and sends are you alive

to its inner ring neighboring nodes� If everyone is alive and the timer goes o�� it
issues a ring check inframe and upon the completion of the circulation of ring check�
the representative issues inframe� If a node is dead� the representative discards the
node from the ring and furnishes new addresses to the predecessor and successor of
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the dead node and then circulates a ring check inframe� Then it retransmits the last
inframe� If there is a join request from a node� the representative honors this only in
its wait sate� It modi
es the ring� informs the related nodes and retransmits the last
inframe� The representative algorithm is given in Appendix B� The state diagram of
the representative is given in Figure ���

If the outframe is late� the representative sends point to point are you alive

messages to its outer ring predecessor and successor� If either of its predecessor
or successor is dead� it informs the leader and waits for a new outer ring neighbor
information� The leader bypassing the dead representative provides new predecessor
or successor address to the representative and the representative acknowledging this�
starts waiting for the outframe�

If the leader is dead� its successor takes over� Having the address of the dead
leader�s predecessor� the new leader repairs the outer ring and informs this predecessor�
It should be noted that the representative acts similar to a leader in the inner ring
and similar to a node in the outer ring�

When the leader process is activated� it issues a gather info outframe� Upon
receiving the gather info outframe� the representatives update their records� 
ll in
their addresses and acknowledge� As in inner ring� necessary measures are taken to
bypass the leader in case of failure� They also update the leader address 
eld in their
inframes� After making sure of the status of its representatives� the new leader is
ready for routine operations� It sorts the collected local information and issues an
outframe containing the global information�

If the outframe is late� the leader starts an outer ring search timer and sends are

you alive to its predecessor and successor� If everyone is alive and the timer goes
o�� it issues a ring check� If a representative is dead� it discards the representative
from the outer ring and furnishes new addresses to the predecessor and successor of
the dead representative� Then it retransmits the last outframe� If there is a new
representative message� the leader modi
es the ring� informs the related representa�
tives and retransmits the last outframe� The leader algorithm is given in Appendix
C� Figure ��� shows the state diagram for the leader process�

The protocol assumes that� if a node crashes� the representative does not crash
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Table ���

Average ring cycle completion times of the �rst topology in msec�

Message size Cluster� Cluster	 Cluster� Outer Ring
�K �	� ������ ����� �����
	K ���	� ����� ����� 	��		
�K ������ 	���	 �����	 ����	�
�K 	���	 ������ 	����� �	���

Table ���

Average ring cycle completion times of the second topology in msec�

Message size Cluster� Cluster	 Cluster� Outer Ring
��� bytes ����� ����� ��� �����

during the ring repair period which is measured to take less than � milliseconds
in our implementation� Multiple node crashes are allowed� However� the protocol
again assumes that� if a representative crashes� no other node crashes during the
new representative startup process� This means that� if an event violating the above
assumptions happens within a cluster� then that cluster will be discarded from the
whole system and the rest of the system will continue functioning�

The above assumptions are also valid for the operation of the outer ring� In case
of leader and a neighbor representative failing at the same time� the whole system
collapses and has to be restarted� However� the probability of such an event is quite
low since di�erent clusters usually reside in di�erent LAN segments�

Note that the deterministic nature of the protocol is suitable for supporting real�
time applications� The synchronous behavior can easily be exploited to provide nec�
essary services for applications� In the following section� implementation of clock
synchronization will be reported�

�� Implementation� The protocol is implemented on a network of workstations�
In the 
rst part of our experiments� the network consisted of three clusters� each
having three nodes with one of the clusters having two of the nodes on the same
machine� All nodes were DEC Alpha workstations that are located in Ege University
campus and running OSF��Mach operating system� The clusters were all on di�erent
�� Mbps Ethernet segments� The outer ring was ��� Mbps FDDI� Initially� the
implementation was limited to the routine operation of the synchronization of inframe
and outframe� The frame synchronization rate achieved is an essential measure for
the performance of the protocol when no crash occurs� Therefore� the maximal rate
achieved at this level gives a good idea about the cycle period both for the inner
ring and outer ring� Four di�erent sizes are used for the messages� �K� 	K� �K and
�K� The outframe issue period was taken as ��� msec� Table ��� shows the average
completion times of ring cycles in milliseconds based on �� observations� As it can
be seen from the table� outframe issue period is well above the cluster periods to
guarantee that inframes are ready waiting for the outframe� Representatives issued
their inframes as they received outframes�

In the second part� we have implemented the system on a similar topology as
above� but this time two of the clusters contained four nodes each and the third
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Table ���

Average crash recovery times in msec�

Crash scenario Recovery Average crash
recovery time

Single node crash Recovery of cluster 		���
in a cluster

Simultaneous two node Recovery of cluster 	��	
crashes in a cluster

Total collapse Recovery of the ������
of a cluster outer ring

Single representative Recovery of the ����
crash whole system

Table ���

Average clock drifts measured at nodes in msec�

Clock scenario Cluster� Cluster	 Cluster�
Uncorrected Clock ���� ��	�	 �	��
Drifts � sec�� ����� ���	 ����

��	�� ���� ����
����	 ���	�

Uncorrected Clock ����� ����� �����
Drifts ��� sec�� ����� ���� ���	�

��	�� ����� ��	��
����� ����

Uncorrected Clock ���	� ������ ����
Drifts �	� sec�� ��	� ����	 �����

����� ���� ����
����� ��	��

Corrected Clock 	���� 	���	 ����
Drifts ����	 ����� �����

�frame issue 	���� ���� 	����
period�	��msec� ����� 	���	

cluster contained three nodes� All the nodes were on di�erent machines� With a 
xed
message payload of ��� bytes� the average ring cycle completion times are given in
Table ��	� The measurements are based on 	� observations� Even though the second
topology contains more nodes� when compared with Table ���� Table ��	 
gures are
much more improved� We have continued our experiments with the second topology
in the following�

For the crash scenarios� are you alive timer is set to  msec� Issue Inframe and
release outframe timers are set to  msec� Inframe and outframe timers are set to
	�� msec� Table ��� lists average recovery times of various scenarios in msec� The
averaging is done on 	� observations� The crash 
gures show that� with ���msec
frame issue period� the system solves the problem within the issue period and the
normal operation is not interrupted�

Using the second topology� a simple clock synchronization algorithm is imple�
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mented� The local clock values are collected from nodes and forwarded to the leader�
During the forwarding process� a 
xed correction term per hop is used to account
for the time spent during the communication� The leader simply takes the average
and dictates it as the global clock value� The representatives forward this global
clock value to their nodes� Both the representatives and nodes normalize the value
of clock for the time passed during communication� The frame issue period used in
this implementation is 	�� msec� The drifts in the local clock values are measured
and the results are given in Table ���� The results are averaged on 	� observations�
The minimum drift is measured as ����� msec� and the maximum drift is measured
as ���� msec� Table ��� also contains clock drifts in ��� and 	� sec� ranges when no
correction is done� As can be seen from the table� the clock values drastically improve
when the algorithm is implemented�

�� Conclusion� A cluster�based distributed system model is considered for a
ring�based hierarchical communication protocol developed together with its imbed�
ded fault�tolerant cluster membership algorithm� The cluster concept is considered
on a hardware basis such as the computers on the same Ethernet segment� The
fault�tolerance algorithm developed allows the protocol to maintain communication
in case of crash failures� The synchronous nature of the communication algorithm
can easily be exploited for real�time applications� As an application� a clock synchro�
nization algorithm is implemented using our protocol� Crash scenarios are tested and
performance is reported�

The current work is progressing in two steps� Firstly� managing processing power
using the ring protocol is being implemented� In this case� each representative peri�
odically monitors availability of the processors in its cluster� When a node receives
an asynchronous real�time processing request� it checks whether this can be ful
lled
locally� If not� the representative is informed which may or may not 
nd a potential
receiver in the cluster to process the request� If the request can not be met within
the cluster� it is forwarded to the outer ring to 
nd a possible receiver in another
cluster� The shadow process concept is used in this case to eliminate the need for pro�
cess migration� The second implementation involves using process groups and active
replication to provide fault tolerance to the application� To provide such a feature�
the order of messages sent to copies of a process must be preserved� The inner and
outer ring protocols function similarly in this case where events are gathered locally
in each cluster� delivered to the leader� which determines the order and dictates the
result to the nodes which contain the replicated process�
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Appendix A� Node algorithm�

Node process
f
send message�join request� my node� repr��
wait for neighbor info�
curstate�SEARCH�
cycle
wait for event�
switch �event type��
RING CHECK INFRAME RECEIVED�
mark ack slot�
release ring check inframe�
start timer�inframe��
if �curstate�SEARCH�
curstate�WAIT�

INFRAME RECEIVED �
if �curstate�WAIT�
if �not outer ring trouble�
read global info�
write local info�

release inframe�
start timer�inframe��

INFRAME TIMEOUT�
curstate�SEARCH�
send message�are you alive�my node�pred��
send message�are you alive�my node�successor��
start timer�are you alive��

AREYOUALIVE TIMEOUT�
if �my pred�rep and my pred�dead�
send message �I am your new successor�my node�pred of dead rep��
wakeup�Representative process��

else
send message �dead neighbor�dead neighbor addr�my node�repr��

GATHER RING INFO INFRAME RECEIVED�
if �curstate�WAIT�
curstate�SEARCH�
stop timer�inframe��

update �rep info��
mark address slot�
release inframe�

NEW NEIGHBOR MESSAGE RECEIVED�
if �curstate�WAIT�
stop timer �inframe��
curstate�SEARCH�

update �neighbor info��
ARE YOU ALIVE MESSAGE RECEIVED�
if �curstate�WAIT�
curstate�SEARCH�
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send message �I am alive�my node�asking neighbor��
send message�are you alive�my node�other neighbor��

endcycle
g

Appendix B� Representative algorithm�

Representative process
f
issue inframe�gather ring info�my addr�my successor�ring addr slots��
wait for gather ring info�
issue inframe�ring check��
wait for ring check ack�
send message�cluster join request�my node�leader��
wait for new outer neighbor info�
wait for ring check outframe�
start timer�outframe��
issue inframe�data�global info slots�local info slots��
start timer�inframe��
curstate�WAIT�
cycle
wait for event�
switch �event type��
INFRAME RECEIVED �
stop timer�inframe��
read local info�
if �outframe waiting�
update�cluster info slot��
release outframe�
start timer�outframe��
issue inframe �data�glob info slots�local info slots��
start timer�inframe��

start timer�issue inframe��
ISSUE INFRAME TIMEOUT�
issue inframe �outer ring trouble��

OUTFRAME RECEIVED �
stop timer�outframe��
read global info�
if�curstate�WAIT�
if �inframe in�
update�cluster info slot��
release outframe�
start timer�outframe��
issue inframe �data�glob info�local info slots��
start timer�inframe��

else
start timer�release outframe��

if�curstate�INSEARCH�
mark �inner ring trouble��
release ouframe�
start timer�outframe��

RELEASE OUTFRAME TIMEOUT�
set �inner ring trouble��
release ouframe�
start timer�outframe��

INFRAME TIMEOUT�
if�curstate�WAIT�
curstate�INSEARCH�

else if�curstate�OUTSEARCH�
curstate�INOUTSEARCH�

start timer�insearch��
send message �are you alive�my node�in pred��
send message�are you alive�my node�in successor��
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start timer�in are you alive��
IN ARE YOU ALIVE TIMEOUT�
stop timer�in search��
if �pred�dead�
send message �new succes�my node addr�my succes addr�my node�dead node�s pred��

else
send message �new pred�my node addr�my pred addr�my node�dead node�s succes��

issue inframe�ring check��
INSEARCH TIMEOUT�
issue inframe�ring check��

INNER RING CHECK RECEIVED�
if�curstate�INSEARCH�
curstate�WAIT�
issue inframe�data�glob info�local info slots��
start timer�inframe��

else
curstate�OUTSEARCH�
issue inframe �outer ring trouble�glob info slots�local info slots��
start timer�inframe��

OUTER RING CHECK RECEIVED�
if�curstate�OUTSEARCH�
curstate�WAIT�
start timer�outframe��

else
curstate�INSEARCH�
start timer�outframe��

OUTER RING CHECK RECEIVED�
if�curstate�OUTSEARCH�
curstate�WAIT�
start timer�outframe��

else if �curstate�INOUTSEARCH�
curstate�INSEARCH�
start timer �outframe��

DEAD NEIGHBOR MESSAGE RECEIVED�
stop timer�in search��
if �dead node�my successor�
send message �rep�s new successor�dead node�s successor�my node�my in pred��

send message �new pred�dead node pred addr�my node�dead node�s successor��
send message �new success�dead node succ addr�my node�dead node�s pred��
issue inframe�ring check��

OUTFRAME TIMEOUT�
if�curstate�WAIT�
curstate�OUTSEARCH�

else if �curstate�INSEARCH�
curstate�INOUTSEARCH�

send message�out are you alive�my node�out pred��
send message�out are you alive�my node�out successor��
start timer�out are you alive��

OUT ARE YOU ALIVE TIMEOUT�
if �my out pred�leader and my out pred�dead�
send message �I am your new out successor�my node�pred of dead leader��
wakeup �Leader process��

else
send message �dead neighbor�dead neighbor�s addr�my node�leader��

GATHER RING INFO OUTFRAME RECEIVED�
update �leader info��
if �curstate�WAIT�
curstate�OUTSEARCH�

else if �curstate�INSEARCH�
curstate�INOUTSEARCH�

stop timer�outframe��
mark address slot�
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release outframe�
NEW NODE JOIN REQUEST RECEIVED�
curstate�INSEARCH�
send message �new successor�new node�s addr�my node�in pred��
send message �rep�s pred�new node�s addr�my node�in successor��
send message �nghbor info�pred addr�succes addr�rep�s succes�my node�new node��
issue inframe�ring check��

endcycle
g

Appendix C� Leader algorithm�

Leader process
f
issue inframe�gather ring info�my addr�my successor�ring addr slots���
wait for gather ring info�
issue outframe�ring check��
wait for ring check ack�
issue outframe�data�last glob info�local info slots��
start timer�outframe��
cycle
wait for event�
switch �event type��
OUTFRAME RECEIVED �
read local info slots�
form global info�
issue outframe�data�glob info�local info slots��
start timer�outframe��

OUTFRAME TIMEOUT�
curstate�SEARCH�
start timer �ring search��
send message�are you alive�my node�pred��
send message�are you alive�my node�successor��
start timer�are you alive��

ARE YOU ALIVE TIMEOUT�
stop timer �ring search��
if �pred�dead�
send message �new succesor�my addr�my successor�s addr�my node�dead rep�s pred��

else
send message �new pred�my addr�my pred�s addr�my node�dead rep�s successor��

issue ouframe�ring check��
DEAD NEIGHBOR MESSAGE RECEIVED�
stop timer �ring search��
if �dead neigh�my successor�
send message �leader�s new successor�dead neighbor�s successor�my node�my pred��

send message �new pred�dead rep�s pred addr�my node�dead rep�s successor��
send message �new successor�dead rep�s successor addr�my node�dead rep�s pred��
issue ouframe�ring check��

RING SEARCH TIMEOUT�
issue ouframe�ring check��

RING CHECK RECEIVED�
curstate�WAIT�
issue outframe�data��
start timer�outframe��

NEW REP JOIN REQUEST RECEIVED�
curstate�SEARCH�
send message �new successor�new rep�s addr�my node�my pred��
send message �leader�s pred�new rep�s addr�my node�my successor��
send message �nghbor info�pred�s addr�succes�s addr�leader�s succes�my node�new rep��
issue outframe�ring check��

endcycle
g


